Undergraduate Research Opportunity

Communication Systems Laboratory

Summary of project(s):

EE 199 positions possibly leading to paid positions are available for undergraduates in the Communication Systems Laboratory, led by Prof. Wesel. We are looking for motivated students, who are interested in getting hands-on experience in a research lab. Projects involve C++ and Matlab programming to simulate communication systems.

Website: http://www.seas.ucla.edu/csl

Required/recommended courses:

Required: CS 31, EE 131A,

Useful but not required: EE 102, EE132A, EE 113,

Required/recommended skills or experience:

Required: Matlab or C++ programming skills, writing skills, MS Powerpoint

Useful but not required:

Other Special requirements:

Date Position Available: starting each quarter

How to apply:

Email your application materials to Prof. Wesel at wesel@ee.ucla.edu with the subject in all caps “UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH APPLICATION” by the end of the fifth week of quarter before quarter intended for research to begin. Include curriculum vitae or resume, transcript (informal is OK), brief statement (1-2 paragraphs) of career interests/goals.

Contact: wesel@ee.ucla.edu

Listing expires on: Never